
 

Promoting fire-safe communities, healthy forests and  
watersheds, and a strong sustainable local economy. 

 
Alpine Biomass Committee (ABC) Meeting 

Agenda 
Turtle Rock Park 

Monday 03-oct-2016, 6:00 pm 
 
No. Agenda Item Est. Time Minutes 

1 Call to order. 6:00 pm 0 
2 Introductions. 6:00 pm 3 
3 Modifications and/or approval of agenda. 6:03 pm 3 
4 Approval of previous meeting notes. 6:06 pm 3 
5 Action Items.  Review of previous action items. 6:09 pm 3 
6 Presentation.  Dr. Brandon Collins will present his research on 

the wildfire science and how wildfires today are different from 
those in the past. 

6:12 pm 45 

7 Ad-hoc Governance Committee.  Progress report, discussion and 
possible agreement on organization structure the ABC should 
take.  Don Hittenmiller  (see attached). 

6:57 pm 20 

8 Ad-hoc Mission/Goals/Name Committee.  Discussion and 
possible agreement to accept the Mission Statement “Unifying 
partners to promote forest and watershed health and local 
economic development.”.   Annie Dean (see attached) 

7:17 pm 10 

9 Letter to Sec. Laird on SB 1122.  David Griffith (see attached)   7:27 pm 10 
10 Grant Alerts.  The Nature Conservancy’s CalTREX grants for 

prescribed burning in California.  National Fish and Wildlife 
Foundation meadow restoration.  David Griffith 

7:37 pm 5 

11 Set time and date for December meeting. 7:42 pm 5 
12 Future speakers/topics.  November: Dr. Eric Knapp, USFS 

Research Ecologist;  December: Tentative.  Example of how a 
major project came to fruition due to a collaborative group. 

7:57 pm 5 

13 Participant updates. 8:02 pm 10 
14 Adjournment. 8:12 pm 1 

 
Visit our blog at alpinebiomasscommittee.wordpress.com. 
 

The Alpine Biomass Committee and this meeting are supported by a grant from the National 
Forest Foundation with funds coming from Region 5 of the U.S. Forest Service.  This organization 

is an equal opportunity provider.

http://www.alpinebiomasscommittee.wordpress.com/
https://www.nationalforests.org/
https://www.nationalforests.org/


 

ABC Governance ad-hoc committee meeting, 19-sep-2016 

The Governance Committee met and discussed how the Alpine Biomass Committee (ABC) could work as 
part of or in association with Amador-Calaveras Consensus Group (ACCG).  If this is accepted by the ABC 
then the ABC will need to approach the ACCG and request their agreement to this arrangement. 

1) The ABC would be an informal chapter of the ACCG.  Within the confines of the ACCG 
Memorandum of Agreement (MoA) it would have complete independence with respect to 
decision making, project priorities etc., but would have access to ACCG resources and 
experience. 

2) Members of the ABC would sign the ACCG (MoA).  They could sign as individuals or as 
representatives of their agency or group as they see fit.  ABC meetings are open to the public 
taking part, but only those that had signed the ACCG MoA would have the right to participate in 
consensus decision.  Each member of the ABC will therefore also be a member of the ACCG. 

3) The ACCG would likely become the Alpine-Amador-Calaveras Consensus Group (AACCG), but 
that will be the ACCG’s decision. 

4) The ABC will have two semi-independent groups, one for the west slope of Alpine County and 
one for the east slope of Alpine County.  The groups may meet and develop projects 
independently, but if a group wants the ABC support for a project it must be brought to the 
entire ABC for a consensus decision.  Projects on the west slope of Alpine County would be well 
advised to work directly with the ACCG as well as the ABC. 

5) Members of the ABC will be free to pursue their own projects without ABC or ACCG approval, 
but will be encouraged to involve the ABC so as to maximize the impact of their projects by 
coordinating with projects and resources of other members of the ABC. 

Discussion 

As it stands now the ABC is simply an informal group with good intentions but no formal structure or 
means to get things done.  If we join the ACCG as individuals or agency/group representatives then we 
quickly are part of an established organization and can move on with identifying and advancing projects 
that are of interest and benefit to Alpine County.  The ABC is a small group in a small community, which 
means if anything happens to a key individual there is a risk that the ABC will falter.  By being part of the 
ACCG there is a larger pool of dedicated individuals that can help keep the ABC going until new 
leadership emerges. 

Because members of the ABC will have signed on to ACCG’s MoA, we all will have accepted ACCG’s 
vision that “the economies, natural environments and communities of Amador and Calaveras Counties 
are healthy and sustainable.”, with the addition of Alpine County.  Therefore it is highly unlikely that a 
situation would arise where the ABC is supporting a project that the ACCG feels must be opposed. 

Should in time either the ABC or the ACCG feel that the relationship is not working the relationship can 
be modified or terminated. 

  





 

ABC Mission statement ad-hoc committee meeting, 16-sep-2016 

Unifying partners to promote forest and watershed health and local 
economic development. 

Talking points: (10 minutes) 

• We took all the comments from the last ABC meeting into consideration 
and discussed them at length.  

• We aimed to keep the mission statement as concise as possible without 
compromising the message. The new message is 13 words, four words 
shorter than the original. 

• We aimed to avoid jargon. 
• We aimed for a statement that is broad enough to allow for growth and 

interpretation but narrow enough to define ourselves. 
• We aimed to make the statement more active. 
• We aimed for a statement that aligns with our goals. 
• A central part of our discussion was the idea that the ABC can be the 

umbrella under which agencies and entities develop synergy for landscape 
restoration, “breaking down silos” within our region. “Unification” 
describes this intent and includes the concept of consensus building. 
Dictionary definitions of unify include: 1) A beneficial effect on components 
as well as for the whole. 2) To bring together for a common purpose or 
action or ideology. 3) Unity in action or harmony in effect. Synonyms 
include alliance, coalescence, coalition, connection, synthesis, uniting.  

• We recognize creating a mission statement, though critical, is tedious for 
many people and might deter momentum.  We hope to adopt a statement 
at this meeting.   

• We would like to use the consensus process to adopt the mission 
statement. You can approve the statement. If you have issues with it, you 
can still approve it. Or you can block it with a veto. If you block it, your job 
will be to meet with the Ad hoc Committee to resolve your issues with the 
statement.  

  



Alpine Biomass Committee
P.O. Box 368
Markleeville, CA 96120
e-mail: dGriffith.9@gmail.com 
Telephone: 530-694-2168

Oct. 4, 2016
Secretary John Laird,
California Secretary of Natural Resources
California Natural Resources Agency
1416 9th Street, Suite 1311
Sacramento, CA 95814 Via e-mail: secretary@resources.ca.gov 

Re: Oversights in SB 1122
Dear Secretary Laird;

We would like to thank you for taking an interest in our problem of being located in an
area that has no hope of having a successful biomass-to-bioenergy facility due to our electric
utility not having any obligation to purchase electricity produced from biomass sourced from the
forest.  Essentially the problem is that our electric utility is not named as an Investor Owned
Utility in SB 1122.  At the Sierra Nevada Conservancy board meeting of 08-sep-2016 you
suggested that we send you a letter with the details and a request to have Liberty
Utilities/California Pacific Electric Co. as an Investor Owned Utility under SB 1122. 

In California Liberty Utilities/California Pacific Electric Co. serves Coleville, Floriston,
Loyalton, Markleeville, North Lake Tahoe, Portola, South Lake Tahoe, Topaz Lake, Truckee,
Verdi, Walker, and Woodfords.  In addition to Liberty Utilities/California Pacific Electric Co.,
Pacific Power which serves the four partly forested northern counties of Del Norte, Modoc,
Shasta, and Siskiyou is not considered as an Investor Owned Utility under SB 1122.  Both of
these utilities are in fact owned by investors, but for some reason they are not defined as such in
SB 1122 and related legislation.  There may be other electric utilities that serve forest
communities and that are not Investor Owned Utilities under SB 1122 that we are not aware of.

Two biomass-to-bioenergy projects in Liberty Utilities’/California Pacific Electric Co.’s
service area have already been delayed or abandoned due to the lack of a mandate for the utility
to purchase power generated from biomass that comes from the forest.  The first is the old Sierra
Pacific Industries (SPI) complex at Loyalton, and the second is Placer County’s Cabin Creek
project at the north end of Lake Tahoe.  

In 2010, prior to SB 1122, SPI shut down the 20 MW Loyalton facility in part because
NV Energy (now Liberty Utilities) reduced the price that they were willing to pay for the
electricity generated.  Until 2015 Plumas Rural Services approached numerous other utilities
about the possibility of purchasing the power, but none of them were willing to pay a price
sufficient to cover the costs.  Had Liberty Utilities/California Pacific Electric Co. been included
in SB 1122 this facility could have had a viable market for its power. 

mailto:dGriffith.9@gmail.com
mailto:secretary@resources.ca.gov


Placer County’s Cabin Creek Project was fully permitted for a 2 MW biomass-to-
bioenergy facility in 2013, but was unable to proceed because SB 1122 did not apply to the local
utility which is Liberty Utilities/California Pacific Electric Co.

There may be other projects that we are not aware of that did not proceed due to their
local utilities not being named as Investor Owned Utilities in SB 1122.

Subject to a formal biomass availability study we are confident that there will be
sufficient biomass available from the Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit with a minor
additional amount coming from the Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest.  That leaves only Liberty
Utilities’/California Pacific Electric Co.’s exemption from the provisions of SB 1122 as the only
major obstacle to moving forward with plans for a biomass-to-bioenergy facility in eastern
Alpine County, and achieving the related benefits of improved forest health, reduced risk due to
catastrophic wildfire, healthier watersheds, and a stronger sustainable local economy.

We respectfully request that your office review the situation and move towards including
Liberty Utilities/California Pacific Electric Co. as an Investor Owned Utility under SB 1122 and
related legislation.  

Thank you for your interest and consideration.  Please feel free to have your staff contact
the undersigned either at 530-694-2168 or dGriffith.9@gmail.com. 

Respectfully submitted

Alpine Biomass Committee

per David Griffith

cc Assemblyman Bigelow
Assemblyman Dahle
Senator Ted Gaines
Sierra Nevada Conservancy, Jim Branham
Alpine County, Board of Supervisors
Placer County, Brett Storey
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